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MODULE-1 

PREFACE 
 

This article is a case study report which depicts the burning issues of 

Officiating JTOs in BSNL, who are JTO qualified officials of DoT tenure but 

could not be appointed in BSNL even after 13 years of passing the promotion 

examination, which is a major part of service of government servant. It is 

learnt to be the longest span of addressing an HR issue in BSNL prevailing 

right from the day of inception of company. The motive for preparing such a 

study was purely rational thinking of a trade unionist and the restlessness 

prevailed. The very objective of the work is to aid the trade union as well as 

management for a graceful settlement of the turbulent issue, in some way or 

other. The author is also an affected government servant and strived for it’s 

settlement since long time. This study elucidates many deductions, which are 

not ornamental for any industry; especially a government organization where 

traits of human values are ought to be in higher altitudes. The study basically 

covers the relevant history, chronological list of important events, various 

related court interventions, various policy decisions by BSNL, accusations, 

facts, findings, constraints for settlement  together with alternative proposals 

for settlement from the side of recognized union. I am very much thankful to 

the legal counsels especially Adv. T C Govindswami, the senior counsel of 

Hon’ble Central Administrative Tribunal, Eranakulam, who was inspiring force 

to me through out the span in legal defenses of issue. The sources of 

information illustrated are from various submissions, presentations made by 

either party in various court proceedings associated with the basic issue right 

from the year 1995. The author is a victim-employee, a trade unionist from 

NFTE-BSNL and also a coordinator in forefront of affected employees in these 

proceedings right from the beginning. I will be in pleasure if the work has 

helped in any way in meeting a part of its objective. 

Er. P M Michael, MIE 

Junior Telecom Officer, 

Permanent Invitee to CHQ, NFTE-BSNL, New Delhi. 
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MODULE-3 

PREAMBLE 
 

 “Officiating JTOs” are basically substantive holder of the post of 

Telecom Technical Assistants (TTA) appointed during the period of DoT as 

Technician, which cadre was later re-designated as TTA in connection with 

restructuring of Group C cadres in DoT. Technicians were initially recruited 

with minimum qualification of 3 year diploma in engineering.  

 These are standing qualified for promotion as JTO under JTO R/R 1996 

through the 2nd qualifying screening test to the post of Junior Telecom 

Officer (JTO) conducted in the year 2000 by erst-while Department of 

Telecommunication, Ministry of Communication, Govt of India.  These are 

also undergone pre-requisite institutional training (Phase-1) required for 

regular appointment to the post of JTO, imparted by BSNL. According to the 

stand of BSNL on the subject, these are awaiting regular promotion to the 

post of JTO for long span of 13 years and more after qualifying the said 

promotion test for want of vacancy in the respective 35% quota of 

promotion under the recruitment rule 1996.  

 Those TTAs standing qualified as JTO in the 2nd screening test are given 

officiating promotion in the post and pay scale of JTO w.e.f the year 2005 

based on the policy decision of BSNL in the year 2004. These are working as 

JTO in the post and discharging the duties and responsibilities successfully 

for the last 8 years in BSNL. They have contributed at large to the survival 

and development of BSNL during the period of crisis. 

 These officials are Graduate/Diploma Engineers, Science graduates, ITI 

certificate holders etc. Many are even holding direct recruitment qualification 

of JTO as per the latest BSNL JTO R/R 2001, like Graduation in Electrical 

/Electronics /Telecommunication /Computer Engineering.   

 As per the JTO R/R 1996, in which the officials are standing qualified as 

JTOs, the two channel of promotion of Group C employees to JTO were, 

1) 15% quota of competitive channel. 

2) 35% quota of qualifying channel. 
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The TTAs were given Promotion Avenue to JTO 35% quota qualifying 

channel. TTAs were not considered for promotion against the other channel 

of 15% quota of competitive channel, mentioned above as per this 

recruitment rule. Many of the TTAs, though were permitted provisionally to 

appear the 15% competitive examination conducted in the year 1999, came 

out successfully were subsequently denied the promotion followed by a 

decision of department to strictly adhere to the provision of eligibility in JTO 

R/R 1996 and also citing the provision contained in the rule that TTAs are 

eligible for promotion to JTO through the said 35% quota channel of JTO 

R/R 1996. 

 The 2nd screening test conducted in the year 2000 was as per 35% quota 

channel of qualifying promotion for TTAS under Junior Telecom Officer 

Recruitment Rule (JTO R/R) 1996.  It is pertinent to note that the 2nd 

screening test conducted in the year 2000 was the only one examination 

conducted for promotion of TTAs under the JTO R/R 1996. It is also 

pertinent that the 35% quota of qualifying promotion channel was the only 

one channel of promotion for TTAs to the post of JTO as envisaged in the 

JTO recruitment rule 1996.  The other channel of 15% Quota Competitive 

channel was denied to TTAs in the rule, while it was allowed to other Group 

C cadres like Clerk, Telecom Office Assistant (TOA), Senior Telecom Office 

Assistant (Sr.TOA), Draftsman etc holding Matriculation as the educational 

qualification and 5 year regular service in Group C.   

 The successful TTAs of 2nd screening test are denied their regular 

appointment for want of vacancy in the post of JTO during the period of JTO 

R/R 1996 in which they stand qualified; i.e., 1996 February-1999 

September. The vacancies  that were originally belonging to the period 

1996-1999 was filled arbitrarily by  using the successful candidates of 1st 

screening test conducted in the year 1995, during the period of  JTO R/R 

1990. 

 In result all promotion avenue in the recruitment rule got blocked to these 

officials. The 15% channel denied on the cited reason on “non-eligibility for 

TTAs” in recruitment rule. The 35% quota channel is denied due to the cited 
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reason of “No vacancy”. This was viewed to be a deceiving stand taken by 

department 

 Meanwhile, the service function of the Department of telecommunications 

was converted into a corporate entity called BSNL with effect from 

1.10.2000.  The applicants who passed the screening test conducted in the 

year 2000 under JTO Recruitment Rules 1996 (Annexure A2) were not 

appointed as JTOs as on the date of corporatisation.  

 At the time of corporatisation of Department of Telecommunication, an 

agreement was arrived at between the staff federations and management 

vide the copy of record of discussions No. BSNL/4/SR/2000 dated 2nd 

January 2001 such that “The Group C and D employees in the new entity 

BSNL who appear for any promotional examination whether direct or 

departmental and qualify in such examinations/outsiders coming through 

direct recruitment process, would rank junior to all other employees in the 

promotional cadre who had already been qualified in earlier examinations 

even though they get absorbed in BSNL subsequently”. 

 Totally against the agreement that had been entered into between the Union 

and the employer, executed vide the letter No. BSNL/4/SR/2000 dated 2nd 

January 2001, around 17,000 JTOs were appointed in BSNL through direct 

recruitment quota and regularized above the standing qualified officials of 

2ns screening test in DoT in seniority.  This will cause irreparable injury and 

loss to these officials in their carrier. While appointing, an undertaking has 

also been obtained from the individual direct recruitment candidates such 

that “if appointed, they shall rank junior to any other employees in the 

promotional cadre who had already qualified in the earlier JTO examination 

in DoT but not appointed as JTO by BSNL so far”. 

 BSNL Board of Directors took a policy decision on 30-3-2001, in reference to 

the Board memo dated 27-3-1001, for one time diversion of sufficient post 

of JTO from 11,326 numbers of unfilled DR Quota pool of JTO pertaining to 

the period of JTO R/R 1996 to the 35% Departmental quota of JTO R/R 1996 

so as to regularize all remaining JTO qualified but not appointed officials 

(TTAs) on yearly basis @ 500 per year. 
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 The Hon’ble High Court of Chandigarh challenged the above decision and 

passed an order dated 30-5-2008 in CWP 5608/2007 to restore the post 

diverted from direct recruitment quota to 35% Departmental quota with a 

view to promote JTO qualified TTA officials of JTO Recruitment Rule 1996, 

back to DR quota, which in turn has again affected the regular promotion of 

these officials. The judgment is in force. 

 The net out come is that the regular appointment of these TTAs standing 

qualified for promotion to the post of JTO, under JTO R/R 1996 of DoT 

period, is still in vague even after 13 years of passing the promotion 

examination.  The enormous delay has already made irreparable loss in the 

carrier of these officials. Now, the issue has to be addressed properly with a 

view to eradicate all sorts of discontents among the ill treated officers. 
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MODULE-4 

CHRONOLOGICAL EVENTS 
 

Restructuring of Group C and D cadres in Telecom 

 Restructuring of Group C & D cadres were proposed by DoT and started 

implementing in early nineties.  

 Accordingly, the new cadre TTA was emerged in Group C by abolishing the 

cadres Technician, Technical Supervisor, Chief Technical Supervisor, Phone 

Inspector (PI), Auto Exchange Assistant (AEA), Transmission Assistant (TA), 

Wireless Operator (WO) and Remote Station Assistant (RSA). 

 In southern telecom circles like Kerala, restructuring in the cadre of TTA was 

delayed as late as 1998 due to series of court litigations on the matter of 

inter-seniority in the restructured cadre TTA. The process of restructuring 

was completed during the year 1997-98. 

 The new restructured cadre TTA was given Promotion Avenue to JTO 

through qualifying screening. The cadre TTA was considered as the feeder 

cadre of JTO 

 1st screening test was conducted in the year 1995 during the tenure of JTO 

Recruitment Rule 1990. According to the said rule, 65% JTOs are recruited 

by direct recruitment through competitive examination and the remaining 

35% by promotion of departmental candidates through 

competitive/qualifying examination.  Out of 35%, the further bifurcation is 

done by 15%, 10% and 10% by promotion of departmental candidates.  The 

10% quota is by competitive examination from Phone Inspector (PI), Auto 

Exchange Assistant (AEA), Transmission Assistant (TA), Wireless Operator 

(WO) and Remote Station Assistant (RSA) holding Matriculation and 5 year 

regular service.  The remaining 10% quota is through qualifying test of 

Phone Inspector (PI), Remote Station Assistant (RSA), Auto Exchange 

Assistant (AEA), Transmission Assistant (TA) and Wireless Operator (WO) 

holding Matriculation and 5 year regular service through a separate 

qualifying screening test.   
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 The cadre TTA were given eligibility in qualifying screening test through an 

executive order No:No:27-2/94-TE-II dated 16-9-1994 [Annexure-1]. The 

Technicians, the pre-restructured cadre of TTA, was not permitted for the 

screening test mode of promotion to JTO. 

 

1st Screening test to the post of JTO in the year 1995 

 1st screening test to JTO was conducted in the year 1995 during the tenure 

of JTO Recruitment Rule 1990 [Annexure-2]. 

 When the 1st screening test was conducted in the year1995, the 

“process of restructuring” to the cadre TTA was incomplete in many 

circles of DoT. Thus majority of TTAs could not participate in the 

promotion test. The majority of officials who were still remaining in the 

pre-restructured cadre of technicians were deprived of the chance of 

promotion through 1st screening test.  

 According to the recruitment rule prevailing, i.e., JTO R/R 1990, the cadre 

TTA was eligible for screening test mode of promotion to JTO under 10% 

quota departmental promotions along with other cadres 

PI/RSA/AEA/TA/WO. The Technicians, the pre-restructured cadre of TTA, 

was not permitted for the screening test mode of promotion to JTO. 

 There were no vacancies available inside the 10% departmental 

quota of JTO R/R 1990 at the time of 1st screening test in the year 

1995. The successful candidates of 1st screening test got regularized 

against the vacancies pertaining to 35% departmental quota 

belonging to JTO R/R 1996 [1996 -1999]. Vacancy under 35% 

departmental quota of JTO R/R 1996 was utilized for promotion of 

thee successful candidates of 1st screening test conducted. 

 The regularization process continued up to the recruitment year 

2002 from the same select list of 1st screening test 1995 of JTO R/R 

1990. 
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Amendment of JTO R/R 1990 as JTO R/R 1996 

 Thereafter in super-cession of 1990 Rules, Junior Telecom Officers 

Recruitment Rules 1996 came into force [Annexure-3], published under 

GSR No. 85(E) dated 8.2.1996 by the Department of Telecommunication.  

According to this rule, the appointment to the post of JTO of vacancies is to 

be governed in accordance with the rule. This recruitment rule was in force 

until 31-8-1999. However it is pertinent to note that all the vacancies 

of JTO pertaining to the period of this rule 1996 (8-2-1996 to 31-8-

1999) had already been filled by DoT from the successful officials 

the 1st screening test 1995 under JTO R/R 1990.  

 As per the provision contained within the JTO R/R 1996, the 50% of the 

vacancies were to be filled by direct recruitment and remaining 50% by 

promotion.  Of the 50% meant to be filled up by promotion, 15% should be 

by promotion of some of the departmental cadres through a departmental 

competitive examination and 35% by promotion/transfer of some other 

cadres like PI/RSA/AEA/TA/WO/TTA.  Against the 35% referred to above, 

TTAs holding matriculation with 6 years regular service were entitled to be 

considered for promotion through a qualifying screening test.  TTAs were 

not considered for promotion against the other channel of 15% quota of 

competitive channel, mentioned above as per this recruitment rule.   

 According to the JTO R/R 1996, Technicians, the pre-restructured cadre of 

TTA, were given eligibility for promotion to JTO through 15% departmental 

quota (Competitive Channel]. Examination to this channel is conducted for 

the declared vacancies. Appointment is made from the rank list prepared on 

the basis of marks scored. 

 According to the JTO R/R 1996 TTAs were made eligibility for promotion to 

JTO through 35% departmental quota [Qualifying Channel]. Examination to 

this channel is conducted on one time basis and select list is prepared from 

the successful candidates. The appointment is made subject to seniority 

cum fitness and on occurrence of vacancy in the 35% quota. 

 According to the JTO R/R 1996, an official eligible in 35% qualifying 

channel will not be made eligible in 15% competitive channel. As 
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such TTA were not permitted in the 15% channel of competitive 

examination. At the same time, vacancies inside 35% quota up to 

end period R/R, i.e.  31-8-1999, had already been filled earlier from 

successful candidates of 1st screening test-1995 under JTO R/R 

1990. This process virtually created a situation where by the eligible 

TTAs officials of JTO R/R 1996 were deserted of all promotion 

channels together in a rule.  

 On this circumstance, several telecom circles sought clarification from DoT, 

on whether TTAs be given eligibility in 15% competitive quota. But DoT 

clarified “Since TTAs are given promotion avenue through 35% 

qualifying quota in the JTO R/R, they shall not be permitted in 15% 

competitive quota” vide DoT ND Letter No:5-20/95-NCG dated 2-2-1996 

[Annexure-4], 

 It is to be noted that in all earlier recruitment rules (say JTO R/R 1990), an 

official eligible for promotion to JTO through qualifying channel were not 

denied the competitive channel of promotion provided the official holds the 

eligibility criteria as prescribed for the competitive channel. This provision 

was there since the appointment from qualifying channel were only subject 

occurrence of vacancy in the quota and purely seniority cum fitness basis. In 

JTO R/R 1996 there was no such provision. 

 However no such screening test to the post of JTO from TTA 

through 35% quota qualifying channel was held by department until 

the expiry of the rule 31-8-1999. 

 

LDCE to JTO in the year 1999 under the JTO R/R 1996 

 A Limited Departmental Competitive Examination [LDCE] to 15% 

departmental quota [competitive channel] of promotion were notified and 

conducted by DoT in the year 1999 under JTO R/R 1996 for filling the 

vacancies inside 15% quota of the period the period of R/R1996.  As per 

rule, Technicians were eligible for 15% quota channel competitive 

examination. 
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 By the time when the LICE conducted in the year 1999, restructuring 

process were completed in department and all the technicians were 

transferred to the restructured cadre TTA; This made most of these officials 

ineligible by rule to appear the JTO promotion through 15% departmental 

quota competitive channel. This provision in the rule that TTAs are not 

eligible for 15% quota competitive channel of promotion has eventually lost 

the chance of competent and academically qualified TTAs to become JTO 

through the channel of competitive examination. 

 Many of the TTAs, holding higher technical qualifications like Diploma/ 

Graduation in engineering, though were permitted provisionally to appear 

the 15% competitive examination conducted in the year1999, came out 

successfully were subsequently denied the promotion followed by a decision 

of department to strictly adhere to the provision of eligibility in JTO R/R 

1996 and also citing the provision contained in the rule that TTAs are 

eligible for promotion to JTO through the said 35% quota channel of JTO 

R/R 1996. 

 All other Group C cadres including non-technical cadres like Clerk, Telecom 

Office Assistant (TOA), Senior Telecom Office Assistant (Sr.TOA), Draftsman 

etc could become JTO through the 15% quota competitive channel in the 

year 1999. 

 

Amendment of JTO R/R 1996 to BSNL JTO R/R 1999 

 JTO R/R 1999 came into force 1-9-1999 [Annexure-5]. According to this 

rule, the vacancies of JTOs arising from 1-9-1999 onwards are to be filled in 

accordance with this rule. 

 The notable shortcoming of JTO R/R 1999 is that it had no provision 

by any means for incorporating “Qualified but not appointed as 

JTOs” of earlier Recruitment rule 1996.  

 However an agreement was made between unions and management at the 

time of formation of BSNL vide letter No. BSNL/4/SR/2000 dated 2nd 

January 2001 [Annexure-6], such that “The Group C and D employees 

in the new entity BSNL who appear for any promotional examination 
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whether direct or departmental and qualify in such 

examinations/outsiders coming through direct recruitment process, 

would rank junior to all other employees in the promotional cadre 

who had already been qualified in earlier examinations even though 

they get absorbed in BSNL subsequently”. 

 There were a large number of employees were standing qualified as JTO in 

earlier recruitment rule 1996 and waiting for appointment purely for want of 

vacancy in the respective years, at the time of amendment of JTO R/R 1996 

as JTO R/R 1999. 

 At the same time there were, according to BSNL Board memo from 

personal branch vide letter No:5-4/2001/Pers/-IV dated 27-3-2001 

[Annexure-7], nearly 11,300 unfilled vacancies of JTO in DR quota of the 

period of JTO R/R 1996 are reported to be remaining vacant, since there 

were no direct recruitment made by DoT during the period of JTO R/R 1996. 

 According to the JTO R/R 1999, there are two channel of induction to the 

post of JTO.  

1) 50% posts were to be filled up by direct recruitment  

2) 50% by promotion through a limited departmental competitive 

examination.   

 Out of the 50% by promotion through competitive channel, it is again 

subdivided into two category, 

1) 15 % departmental quota   

2) 35% departmental quota  

 35% are to be filled up from among a group of persons including TTAs 

possessing qualification of Degree/Diploma in Engineering in 

Telecom/Electronics/Computer Engineering/ Radio Engineering/Electrical 

Engineering or Bachelor of Science with Physics and Chemistry and 

experience of 10 years of regular service.  For the remaining 15%, TTAs are 

not eligible to be considered.   

 Degree/Diploma in Mechanical and some other qualifications which 

are the basic qualification for being considered for appointment as 

Technician/TTAs as well as eligible qualification for promotion as 

JTO in previous recruitment rule 1996, are not listed as the eligible 
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qualification for promotion to the cadre of JTO as per the revised 

JTO Recruitment Rules 1999.  In the above process many of the 

TTAs further stood excluded from the purview of being considered 

for promotion as JTO in the JTO recruitment rule 1999, due to the 

revised educational qualifications.   

 According to restructuring scheme in Group C cadres, TTA was emerged by 

transfer of post of Technician holding the diploma/degree in Mechanical 

engineering.  Also, Technicians were direct recruited with said academic 

qualifications of Diploma in Mechanical Engineering. 

 This resulted denial of avenue of promotion to a large number of TTAs in 

the subsequent JTO Recruitment Rule 1999 also. 

 

2nd Screening Test to the post of JTO-April 2000 

 Trade unions demanded to conduct at least one qualifying promotion test 

under JTO R/R 1996 for TTAs on the following major grounds. 

1) Majority of the TTAs could not attend 1st Screening Test due to non- 

completion of restructuring process to TTA cadre in uniform manner. 

2) TTAs had already denied appearing the LICE to JTO for 15% 

departmental quota [competitive channel] under the rule, on the cited 

reason that “TTAs have been made Promotion Avenue to JTO 

through 35% quota Qualifying channel”. But no such examination 

was conducted yet. 

3) Non-provision of Promotion Avenue to TTAs at least once within the JTO 

R/R 1996 will result in single outing a cadre from purview of promotion 

with in JTO R/R 1996. 

 The 2nd Qualifying-screening test to the post of JTO was notified and 

conducted by DoT in the year 2000 [Annexure-8] as per provisions of 35% 

quota of JTO R/R 1996, but after expiry of the JTO R/R 1996, for promotion 

of TTA to JTO due to persistent demand from unions. The Qualifying 

screening test was conducted by a declared note that “there exist no 

vacancies in the 35% qualifying screening quota up to 31-8-1999”. 
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This was the only one examination conducted under JTO R/R 1996 for 

promotion of TTAs.  

 It is pertinent to note that all the vacancies of JTO pertaining to the 

period of this rule 1996 (8-2-1996 to 31-8-1999) had already been 

filled from the successful officials the 1st screening test 1995 under 

JTO R/R 1990.  

 A large number of TTAS, nearly 5500 plus, qualified in the test. 

 Department took a stand that though qualified, general candidates will not 

be appointed since there are no vacancy up to 31-8-1999.  

 This was viewed to be a “deceiving stand” form department side as far as 

the employees, who are denied all avenue of promotion in the rule due to 

multiple reasons cited at different time, are concerned. 

 In result all promotion avenue got blocked to these officials. The 15% 

channel denied on the cited reason on “non-eligibility for TTAs” in 

recruitment rule. The 35% quota channel is denied due to the cited reason 

of “No vacancy”. 

 

BSNL Formation-October 2000 

 Service function of the Department of Telecommunications was converted 

into a corporate entity called BSNL with effect from 1.10.2000.   

 The status of the present Officiating JTOs at the time were “standing 

qualified for promotion to the post of JTO but not appointed” as on 

the date of corporatisation.  

 An undertaking was made between Union and BSNL Management and 

recorded vide letter No: BSNL/4/SR/2000 dated 2nd Jan 2001 [Annexure-

6], according to which all “The Group C and D employees in the new 

entity BSNL who appear for any promotional examination whether 

direct or departmental and qualify in such examinations / outsiders 

coming through direct recruitment process, would rank junior to all 

other employees in the promotional cadre who had already been 

qualified in earlier examinations in DoT even though they get 

absorbed in BSNL subsequently”. The policy decision on assurance on 
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appointment as well as seniority of the “Qualified but not appointed as 

JTOs” like these officials as on 1-10-2000 were well been undertaken by 

BSNL while forming company.    

 

Result of 2nd screening test 

 The result of 2nd screening test was declared in various circles of BSNL soon 

after it’s formation. 

 At the time, the remaining successful officials the 1st screening test 1995 

under JTO R/R 1990 was still continuing to be regularized against the 

recruitment year 2000. 

 Even though the result was published in the year 2000, BSNL took a stand 

that no appointment can be made from the select list of the 2nd screening 

test conducted in the year 2000 on the ground of “No vacancy exists in 35% 

departmental quota up to 31-9-1999, the period of JTO R/R 1996”. 

BSNL Board decision March-2000 

 BSNL Board of directors took a policy decision in it’s 23rd meeting dated 30-

3-2001 [Annexure-9], based on  the BSNL Board memo, from personal 

branch vide letter No:5-4/2001/Pers/-IV dated 27-3-2001 [Annexure-7],  

to appoint the TTAs who are “standing qualified as JTO but not appointed as 

on 1-10-2000” for want of vacancy in the 35% quota of promotion of JTO 

R/R 1996 by diversion of unfilled vacancies of JTO of DR quota of the same 

R/R 1996, every year @ 500  per year. 

 The total number of unfilled vacancies in the direct recruitment quota of 

JTO during the period of R/R was 11,326 where as the actual number of 

standing qualified JTO officials were nearly 5000.   

 

Amendment of JTO R/R 1999 to BSNL JTO R/R 2001 

 Consequent of formation of corporation BSNL, the BSNL-JTO Recruitment 

Rule-2001 came in to existence on 26-09-2001 [Annexure-11].  

 The content of rule is the replica of earlier JTO R/R 1999 [Annexure-5]. 
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Direct Recruitment of JTO in BSNL  

 BSNL went on to recruit Graduate Engineers as JTOs from outside against 

50% DR quota in accordance with BSNL JTO R/R 2001. Nearly 17000 JTOs 

recruited against recruitment years starting from 2001 onwards and 

continued till 2009. The direct recruited JTOs were appointed as regular 

JTOS against the recruitment years starting from the year2 001 onwards.  

 The select list of 35% departmental quota promotion test under JTO R/R 

1996 conducted in the year 2000 were maintained without appointment 

though there was an undertaking on the seniority to standing qualified 

JTO officials of DoT period over the direct recruit JTOs of BSNL.  

 The direct recruitment process was made after obtaining an undertaking 

from the individual direct recruitment candidates such that “I understand 

that if appointed I would rank junior to any other employees in the 

promotional cadre who had already qualified in the earlier JTO 

examination but not appointed as JTO so far [Annexure-12] .” All the 

appointments made subsequently in DR quota in BSNL were based on the 

above agreement. 

 The appointment of direct recruited JTOs was against the spirit of 

agreement that had been entered into between the Union and the employer, 

executed vides the letter No. BSNL/4/SR/2000 dated 2nd January 2001 

[Annexure-6]. 

 The unions and affected officials did not turn skeptical in the procedure of 

appointing DR JTOs in senior to the officials standing qualified for JTO in 

earlier rules in DoT purely due to standing under taking between unions and 

management letter No: BSNL/4/SR/2000 dated 2nd Jan 2001 [Annexure-6] 

on the appointment and seniority of the JTO qualified officials of 2nd 

screening test. 
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5th National council decision 

 Through 5th National Council, the then recognized union NFTE-BSNL 

demanded officiat1ing promotion to all those JTO qualified officials of 2nd 

screening test awaiting regular promotion for want of vacancy in the 

respective quota.  

 National council took a decision for ad-hoc promotion to the JTO qualified 

officials, after imparting necessary training. 

Officiating Promotion in the post of JTO  
 As per the 5th national council decision, BSNL passed orders vide letter No:  

5-4/2004/Pers-IV dated May 13, 2004 [Annexure-13] for ad-hoc promotion 

to the JTO qualified officials, after imparting necessary training.   

 

Regularization by diversion of Post from DR quota 

 According to the BSNL Board policy decision, communicated vide the BSNL 

Board memo No: 5-4/2001/Pers/-IV dated 27-3-2001 [Annexure-7]and 

extracts minutes of 23rd meeting of Board of directors dated 30-3-2001 

[Annexure-9], BSNL decided to appoint the TTAs who are “standing 

qualified as JTO but not appointed as on 1-10-2000” for want of vacancy in 

the 35% quota of promotion of JTO R/R 1996 by diversion of unfilled 

vacancies of JTO of DR quota of the same R/R 1996. The Board of Directors 

of BSNL also decided to divert 500 posts per year from Direct Recruitment 

Quota to Departmental Quota.  

 Accordingly BSNL management initiated to divert 500 posts every year with 

effect from year 2001 onwards from DR quota to departmental quota and to 

regularize the officiating JTOs. 

 The procedure continued and 3500 officials were promoted by diversion of 

DR quota till the year 2007. 

 However the recruitment year seniority assigned to the officials who are 

standing qualified in DoT were not in agreement of the undertaking already 
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made between the union and management and recorded vide letter No: 

BSNL/4/SR/2000 dated 2nd Jan 2001.  

 

Court interventions on Regularization & Seniority JTO 
Qualified Officials of 2nd screening test in DoT  

 Various court cases were came up throughout the country seeking 

regularization of JTO Qualified Officials of 2nd screening test in DoT due to 

denial of promotion to the 2nd screening test qualified officials. Some of 

these are, 

1) TA No:52/2008 (Santhosh Joseph and Others  Vs BSNL at Hon’ble CAT 

Eranakulam) 

2) OA No:712/2009 (PV Abraham and others  Vs BSNL at Hon’ble CAT 

Eranakulam) 

3) OA No:495/2009 (NFTE Vs BSNL at Hon’ble CAT Eranakulam) 

 All these cases uphold the merit of the petitioner who are standing qualified 

as JTO in the 2nd screening test for being considered for promotion but 

disposed without passing such a direction to regularize by diversion of DR 

quota on the circumstance of standing direction of Hon’ble High Court of 

Hariyana and Punjab against executing the ongoing procedure adopted by 

BSNL by diversion of DR quota to departmental quota.  

 The contention of judgment, even though could not allow the prayer in 

petition, is clear that BSNL can adopt any feasible manner for regularization 

other than diversion. Since it is a matter of recruitment rule, the authority in 

vested with BSNL. 

 

FR22 (1) A (1) pay to Officiating JTOs in par with 
Regular JTOs 

 The pay of officiating JTOs initially fixed for officiating JTOs were in  different 

manner viz-viz FR (35) and FR 22(1) a (1), in different  circles. 

 Various 14 applications were filed in CAT Eranakulam in 2007 seeking FR 22 

(1) a (1) pay fixation for JTOs officiating in the post. 
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 Hon’ble CAT Eranakulam, Kerala allowed the prayer and passed a direction 

in OA No: 84/2008 and 14 connected case on 15-7-2009 directing to fix 

the pay of Officiating JTO as per FR 22(1) A (1) in the pay scale of 

JTO at par with regular JTO with all consequential benefits [Annexure 14].  

This was based on finding of the Hon’ble court that “an officials officiating 

in the post of JTO are fully eligible for promotion to the post of JTO 

as per the relevant recruitment rule”. According to the relevant FRSR, 

“if an official officiating in the higher post do hold the requisite 

eligibility criteria prescribed for regular appointment to the post as 

per the relevant recruitment rule, in such case the pay of the official 

shall not be shall not be restricted under FR (35)”. 

 BSNL filed appeal against the judgment of Hon’ble CAT Eranakulam at 

Hon’ble High Court of Kerala. The appeal proceedings are on anvil. 

 

Intervention against diversion by High court of 
Chandigarh in CWP No5608/2007 

 In the year 2007, a registered association of Direct recruit TTAs in BSNL, 

challenged the decision of BSNL to divert the unfilled DR quota of JTO to 

35% departmental quota of JTO R/R 1996 for promotion of JTO qualified 

officials of 2nd screening test in Hon’ble high court of Chandigarh through 

CWP No:5608/2007. The prayer was made before Hon'ble High Court of 

Punjab and Hariyana under Articles 226/227 of the Constitution of India vide 

CWP No.5608/07  for issuance of a writ in the nature of certiorari to quash 

the Waiting List of 3338 candidates for promotion as Junior Telecom Officers 

in BSNL against 35% quota prepared in pursuance of the Screening Test 

held on 23.4.2000.  The petitioners therein have also prayed for issuance of 

a writ in the nature of mandamus directing the respondents to hold the 

Departmental Competitive Examination for promotion as JTOs afresh so that 

the claim of eligible candidates could be considered.  

 BSNL lost the case. While disposing of the aforesaid CWP the High Court, 

vide  judgment dated 30.5.2008 [Annexure-15], directed the respondents 

to restore the posts diverted from Direct Recruitment quota to 35% 
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Departmental quota to admit Telecom Technical Assistants who had 

qualified the Screening Test held on 23.4.2000. 

 Almost all unions/associations in BSNL criticized BSNL management after 

loosing the case at Chandigarh High court stating that the case was not 

properly handled by BSNL by the following aspects; 

1) The case was admitted in High court of Chandigarh on false submission 

by petitioners regarding the eligibility of petitioners to be party in CWP 

No: 5608/2007, which BSNL did not defend.  The petitioners submitted 

that they hold 20 years of service in department, and as such are 

eligible for promotion to JTO as per JTO R/R 2001 against the vacancy 

of years 2003 to 2007. The petitioners argued that the diversion of 

vacancy from DR quota for promotion of 2d screening test qualified 

officials and subsequent reversion back from departmental quota to DR 

quota will adversely affect their promotion carrier by deserting all the 

departmental vacancies of the years 2001 to 2007 already diverted. 

The matter of fact was these officials had hardly 4 years service at the 

time of filing the writ petition. As per the relevant JTO R/R 2001, the 

minimum service required for promotion is 10 years and as such the 

petitioners are not eligible for promotion to JTO and not hence not an 

eligible party to file the writ petition. 

2) Despite the fact BSNL has all the power to take policy decision on 

matters of recruitment etc the same was not presented before Hon’ble 

High court.  

3) The circumstance of the standing agreement in the matter of 

absorption of JTO qualified TTAs in DoT at the time of Corporatisation 

was not highlighted before the high court. The upcoming circumstance 

of getting denied of the right of  a section of employees in  promotion 

avenue as JTO under JTO R/R 1996 was not taken into consideration.   

4) The direct recruited TTAs had joined BSNL only in or after the year 

2002, and these employees become eligible for promotion as JTO only 

after completing 10 years of service, that is in the year 2013 or 

afterwards.  The petitioners are basically not an affected party to 

challenge the internal promotions under JTO R/R 1996, since no 
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vacancies pertaining the year 2013 or later years has been diverted / 

reverted till the date. All these aspects were kept hidden. 

5) Three other similar writ petitions in High Court Of Kerala [WP (C) No: 

9092/2006, WP (C) No: 4141/2006, WP (C) No: 36448/2007 ] and 1 

such WP ( C ) in Simla and other High Courts on the same prayer, were 

already standing dismissed without merit in it at the time filing writ 

petition at Chandigarh. The same was also not brought into light. 

6) The case was presented by Hariyana & Punjab Circle administration in a 

highly biased manner. 

 

Stopping of diversion of vacancy from DR quota  
 Based on above judgment in CWP 5608/2007 of H.C of Punjab and 

Hariyana, BSNL passed orders to stop further diversion of Direct 

Recruitment quota to Departmental quota with a view to regularize 

petitioners, who are awaiting promotion vide letter No: No.5-4/2008/Pers-IV 

dated 5-9-2008  [Annexure-16].  

Reversion of 3500 diverted post back to DR quota & 
adjustment of promotion made by “supernumerary post”  

Subsequently BSNL took a decision and passed an order No: F.No3-9/2007-Pers-

IV dated 11-11-2008 [Annexure-17] which contented the following, 

1) All the 3500 post so far diverted got reverted back to DR quota.  

2) 3500 supernumerary posts were created to adjust the 3500 officials 

already promoted.  

3) The supernumerary posts so created will be kept as a separate group 

and will not be part of regular sanctioned strength of JTO. 

 The 3500 posts against which the promotion already made till date got 

converted as supernumerary post so as to protect these officials already 

appointed from the 2nd screening test. 

 It is not viewed as an enduring solution. 
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Review application against Judgment in CWP No: 
5608/2007 

 Two different review applications were moved in high court of Chandigarh 

against the judgment in CWP No: 5608/2007 [Annexure-15] of Chandigarh 

High Court by affected parties who are officiating JTOs awaiting 

regularization from the select list of 2nd screening test to JTO in BSNL. These  

review applications are   

1) RA No: 442 / 2008 at High court of Chandigarh 

2) RA No: 81 / 2009 at High court of Chandigarh 

 Both of these are dismissed on the ground that the petitioners in review 

applications are not party’s in the writ petitions CWP No: 5608/2007 of 

Chandigarh. The review was dismissed on purely technical reason, without 

going into merit. 

 

SLP No: 13220-13221/2009 against CWP No: 5608/2007 
 

 Consequent on dismissing the reviews filed at High Court of Chandigarh,  

two SLP No:13220-13221/2009 against CWP No: 5608/2007 was moved in 

Supreme court by the review petitioners on 23-01-2009.  

 The SLP was also dismissed on the same ground of dismissal of review, 

without going into merit on 12-07-2010. 

 

Contempt of Court Case against BSNL No: 1431/2008 in 
CWP No: 5608/2007 of Chandigarh 

 A Contempt of Court Case No:1431/2008 in CWP No:5608/2007 was moved 

by petitioners of CWP No: 5608/2007 against BSNL.  

 The Contempt was filed against continuing promotion of Officiating JTOs by 

creation of supernumerary post. 

 The same contempt case got disposed on 16-7-2013. 
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Notification for LICE to JTO under JTO R/R 2001 in the 
year 2010 

 BSNL notified for conducting LICE to JTO 30-5-2010 to fill up the vacancies 

inside departmental quota up to year 2009 vide BSNL HQ Lr No. 12-3/2009-

DE dated 21/12/2009. One notable point is that “there was no condition 

mentioned for carry forwarding of unfilled vacancies of every year to 

subsequent years” in the notification. 

 The regularization of JTO qualified but not appointed officials of 2nd 

screening test of DoT was still not complete at the time notification for LICE.  

 Various court litigations came up in connection with conducting LICE on the 

following grounds in O.A.Nos:224/2010, 225/2010, 226/2010, 227/2010, 

242/2010, 814/2010, 203/2010, 297/2010, 202/2010 & 254/2010 at 

Hon’ble CAT Eranakulam, Kerala. 

1. Discrepancy in year wise distribution of vacancies instead of notifying 

bulk vacancies for the whole 9 years. 

2. Discrepancy in reckoning of 50 years age limit as on the crucial date 

of year of vacancy instead of date of examination. 

3. Against the attempt of BSNL to going for conducting fresh LICE 

examination before regularizing the JTO qualified but not appointed 

officials of 2nd screening test in DoT. 

 LICE got stayed by Hon’ble CAT Eranakulam in the above OAs. 

 

Re-Notification for LICE to JTO under JTO R/R 2001 in 
the year 2013 
 

 BSNL re- notified for conducting LICE to JTO again in the year 2013 vide 

letter no:5-11/2009-Pers-IV dated 20-11-2012 [Annexure-18] to fill up the 

vacancies from 2001 to 2012 after vacating the existing stay from Hon’ble 

CAT Eranakulam. 

 A new condition, in variance of earlier notification 2009 was brought that 

“unfilled vacancies of every year will be carried over to subsequent 

year after LICE”. Considering the contingent circumstance prevailing at 

the time that a lot of qualified officials are waiting for promotion for want of 
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vacancy in the post in earlier, the introduction of the condition, which desert 

unfilled vacancies in these years, has inculcated natural suspicions.   

 BSNL passed a clarification vide letter No: 5-11/2009-Pers-IV(Pt) dated 8-3-

2013 [ Annexure-19] that “for officiating JTOs to become regular JTO, 

they need to come through the proposed LICE to JTO”. 

 But many among the Officiating JTO were not eligible to appear in the 

proposed LICE to JTO as per the revised academic qualification prescribed in 

the JTO Recruitment rule 2001.  

 Again various court litigations again came up in connection with conducting 

of JTO-LICE before various courts in the country in OA No:278/2013 (CAT 

Eranakulam), OA No:565/2013 (CAT Eranakulam) and many more as below. 

1. Exempting Officiating JTOs from again appearing the promotion test 

for regular promotion on the following ground. 

a) Officiating JTOs are officials already standing qualified 

promotion examination in DoT to the same post of JTO. 

b) Officiating JTOs already completed training required for 

appointment as per scheme and syllabus of JTO R/R 2001 in 

BSNL. 

c) These are already working in the post of JTO and delivering the 

duties and responsibilities at par with regular JTOs for the last 8 

years. 

d) There is no practice of   demanding for passing promotion 

examination to the same post two times in service any where in 

the history. 

2. Many officiating JTOs are not allowed to appear in JTO-LICE 

based on academic qualifications prescribed in JTO R/R. 

3. Many officiating JTOs even though allowed by Hon’ble Courts in the 

last minute, could not appear the examination. 

4. Vacancy discrepancy inside departmental quota notified. 

 With standing all these oppositions, BSNL successfully conducted LICE to 

JTO as per JTO R/R 2001 on 2-6-2013 for the unfilled vacancies of JTO 

during the period from 2001 to 2012. 
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 Many officiating JTOs, standing qualified for promotion in the 2nd 

screening test, holding the direct recruitment qualification for JTO 

as prescribed in JTO R/R 2001 also appeared for JTO-LICE as per the 

instruction contained in clarification by BSNL No:5-11/2009-Pers-IV 

dated 20-11-2012. 

 Hon’ble CAT Eranakulam directed  conduct LICE to JTO,  but reserving as 

many number of post as that of strength of  working officiating JTOs  

unfilled  by the LICE until the final outcome of the Original Applications. 

Hon’ble Court also directed to maintain the status-co of officials officiating in 

the post of JTO.  

 

Disposal of Contempt of Court Case against BSNL No: 
1431/ 2008 in CWP No: 5608/2007 

 The Contempt of Court Case No: 1431 / 2008 in CWP No:5608 / 2007  

moved by petitioners of CWP No: 5608/2007 against BSNL against 

continuing promotion of Officiating JTOs by creation of supernumerary post 

got disposed on 16-7-2013. 

 BSNL management has now become free from contempt execute 

regular promotion of JTO qualified officials of 2nd screening test 

through other feasible methods other than diversion of DR quota. 
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MODULE-5 

FACTS & FINDINGS 

 
The study reveals that there are many attributes in reaching to the present stat 

of affairs in the matter of indefinite delay of regularization which are direct or 

indirect. This study has reinvented to submit the following findings. The one 

undisputed fact is that, it is rarest of rare that such an HRD issue remained 

unsettled in our organization with a longest span in turbulence. An attempt is 

made here to capitulate most important of such findings which paved way to this 

situation. Some of these are beyond control and circumstance driven, while some 

others were avoidable. Very often, it is seen that employees are lost for delay in 

proper decision making by authorities and for none of employee’s mistakes. 

 

Delay in restructuring the cadre TTA 

 Restructuring of Group C & D cadres were proposed by DoT and started 

implementing in early nineties.  

 Accordingly, the new cadre TTA was emerged in Group C by abolishing the 

cadres Technician, Technical Supervisor, Chief Technical Supervisor, Phone 

Inspector (PI), Auto Exchange Assistant (AEA), Transmission Assistant (TA), 

Wireless Operator (WO) and Remote Station Assistant (RSA). 

 In southern telecom circles like Kerala, restructuring in the cadre of TTA was 

delayed as late as 1998 due to series of court litigations on the matter of 

inter-seniority in the restructured cadre TTA. The process of restructuring 

was completed during the year 1997-98. 

 The new restructured cadre TTA was given Promotion Avenue to JTO 

through qualifying screening. The cadre TTA was considered as the feeder 

cadre of JTO 

 The 1st screening test to the post of JTO was held in the years 1995 before 

completion of restructuring, at the time when there were very few officials 

had transferred to TTA in these circles. Hence most of the eligible officials 
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could not participate in the 1st screening test held in the year1995. This has 

eventually lost the chance of majority of the present TTAs to become JTO. 

 

Null vacancy in 35% departmental quota JTO R/R 1996 

 As per the JTO R/R 1996, in which the officials are standing qualified as 

JTOs, the two channel of promotion of Group C employees to JTO are, 

1) 15% quota of competitive channel. 

2) 35% quota of qualifying channel. 

 The TTAs were given Promotion Avenue to JTO 35% quota qualifying 

channel. TTAs were not considered for promotion against the other channel 

of 15% quota of competitive channel as per this recruitment rule.  

 Many of the TTAs, though were permitted provisionally to appear the 15% 

competitive examination conducted in the year 1999, came out successfully 

were subsequently denied the promotion followed by a decision of 

department to strictly adhere to the provision of eligibility in JTO R/R 1996 

and also citing the provision contained in the rule that TTAs are eligible for 

promotion to JTO through the said 35% quota channel of JTO R/R 1996. 

 The 2nd screening test conducted for 35% quota channel of qualifying 

promotion for TTAS under Junior Telecom Officer Recruitment Rule (JTO 

R/R) 1996.  The examination for 2nd screening test was notified with a 

special note that “There exists no vacancy for general vacancy under 

35% quota promotion up to 31-8-1999”.  How can it happen?. 

 The 2nd screening test conducted in the April 2000 is the 1st and only 

promotion test conducted for TTAs under 35% quota of departmental 

promotion of JTO R/R 1996. The period of JTO R/R 1996 is from 8-2-1996 

to 31-8-1999. According to the standing rule, every year vacancy is to be 

filled in accordance with recruitment rule pertaining to the years.  Thus the 

vacancy that arose during this period ought to have been filled from the JTO 

R/R 1996 only. Thus there can not be a situation of null vacancies during 

the recruitment years 1996,1997, 1998 and 1999 before conducting even a 

single promotion examination under the rule.  

 Records shows that the vacancies  that were originally belonging to 

the period 1996-1999 was filled arbitrarily by  using the successful 
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candidates of 1st screening test conducted in the year 1995, during 

the period of  JTO R/R 1990. This has eventually created the 

situation of “null vacancy” inside 35% quota of JTO R/R 1996.  

 

Extended appointment from 1st Screening Test -1995 

 1st screening test was conducted under JTO R/R 1990 of DoT, the validity of 

which was till 8-2-1996, till the introduction of JTO R/R 1996.   

 Again the JTO R/R 1996 was in force till 31-8-1999, till the new JTO R/R 

1999 came in force.  

 Likewise the JTO R/R 1999 was in force till 26-9-2001, till the new JTO R/R 

2001 came in force.  

 But it is learnt that officials from 1st screening test was continued to appoint 

against all available vacancies of  JTO all the way up to 2002, covering the  

valid recruitment years of  3 R/Rs like JTO R/R 1996, 1999 and even BSNL 

JTO R/R 2001. According to the axiom, every year’s vacancy is to be filled 

based on the R/R applicable to that year only. The procedure is in violation 

of it.  It is so the situation of “null vacancy inside 35% quota of 

departmental promotion of JTO R/R 1996” has been evolved.   

 

Denial of promotion avenues to TTA in JTO R /R 1996 

 JTO R/R 1996 has only two channel of promotion to JTO.  

1) 15 % departmental quota [competitive Channel]  

2) 35% departmental quota [qualifying channel] 

 In JTO R/R 1996, TTAs have been made provision through 35% quota 

qualifying channel. TTAs have been denied the 15% quota competitive 

channel of promotion by provision in the rule. (It is matter of fact, in all 

earlier rules, an officials given eligibility in qualifying channel were never 

barred the channel in competitive channel. This concept underwent a 

change for the first time JTO R/R 1996). The same was sent for clarification 

from several circles and department finally clarified vide DoT ND Letter No: 

5-20/95-NCG date 2-2-1996 very legibly that “Since TTAs have been 

allowed to participate the qualifying screening test against 35% 
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quota of vacancies,……..they cannot be allowed to participate 

against 15% quota of vacancies”.  But what  made subsequently was 

very irrational that, in the same recruitment rule, TTAs got denied 

promotion in the 35% qualifying channel also due to the argument 

“No vacancy up to 31-9-1999” under 35% quota qualifying channel.  This 

is viewed to be a “deceiving stand” form department side as far as the 

employees are concerned. Here the following three basic questions is raised. 

1) Can an official eligible for promotion be denied Promotion Avenue 

in all the channels together in a rule? 

2) Knowing the fact that there will not be any vacancy left to 

accommodate the any officials in the proposed 35% quota of JTO 

R/R 1996 (since department has already taken decision as on 

date to appoint the whole officials standing qualified in earlier 1st 

screening test-1995 under JTO R/R 1990), why department 

withdrew the eligibility 15% competitive channel for TTAs in the 

JTO R/R 1996 as evident  from the clarification DoT ND Letter No: 

5-20/95-NCG date 2-2-1996. 

3) The scenario of vacancy position for appointment of the qualified 

officials of 2nd screening test was akin to that of those who 

qualified in 1st screening test. In both case, thre were no vacancy 

during the period of their respective recruitment rule. If 

department can take a decision to appoint qualified officials of 

JTO R/R 1990 (1st screening test) against the vacancies that 

aroused during the subsequent JTO R/R 1996, why a similar 

treatment could not be extended to the officials who stood 

qualified in the JTO R/R 1996 (2ns screening test); but not 

appointed due to non availability of vacancy. There were 

sufficient vacancies during the period of subsequent JTO R/Rs like 

BSNL JTO R/R 2001. 

 In nut-shell, the above decision has practically created a situation that no 

promotion avenue is given for TTAs in the JTO R/R 1996. On analysis, one 

has to admit that the cadre TTA has singled-out form the purview of all 

promotion avenues in a R/R 1996, which is not viable as per standing 
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guidelines on promotion. The provision of article 14 and 16 of constitution 

says, every government servants have the “right of being considered for 

promotion in job with effect from the time he become eligible for 

such promotion”, This is badly denied in case of the officials. 

 

 A long span of 13 years after they become eligible for promotion, are left 

with no avenue in case of these officials. The JTO R/R 1996 prescribes 

Academic qualification of Matriculation, 6 year length of service in Group C 

and passing of the promotion test in the rule as the eligibility for promotion. 

According to the recruitment rule in which these officials standing qualified, 

an officials holding the minimum qualification prescribed in Group C have 

the right for promotion to the post of JTO from the time when he/she 

completes 6 year regular service.  This entitles this official for the being 

considered for promotion during the period of JTO R/R 1996 itself. 

 
Right of promotion of JTO qualified Officials in 2nd 
screening test in DoT 
 
The JTO qualified officials of 2nd screening test have all the constitutional right for 

promotion in the JTO R/R 1996 due to the following considerations. 

1) The officials are fully standing qualified for promotion as per JTO R/R 

1996 by possessing academic qualification, holding the necessary 

length service, passing the promotion test and even getting imparted of 

the pre-requisite training for appointment as JTO. 

2) The non-regularization is reportedly due to “non-availability of vacancy 

in the respective quota up to 31-8-1999, the period of R/R”. It has to 

be admitted that not even single vacancy has been made available to 

these eligible officials in the rule. All the vacancies have been 

exhausted by a discretionary procedure adopted by department to 

divert all these vacancies to the standing qualified officials of earlier 

recruitment rule JTO R/R 1990. The officials have no control over this 

procedure. Creation of vacancies etc are purely the matters of policy to 
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be taken by employer. The officials are denied the promotion for none 

of their disqualification to discard their eligibility.  

3) These officials are left with no other promotion avenue in the respective 

JTO R/R than the 35% Quota qualifying channel in which these are 

standing qualified for promotion. The only alternative channel of 15% 

competitive channel of Promotion Avenue had already been denied to 

TTAs in the said rule. Hence denying the promotion at this circumstance 

will result in single-outing these officials  (TTAs) from the purview of 

promotion in the rule. 

4) Most of these officials, like Mechanical engineering, ITI Trade certificate 

etc  are not included for promotion in the subsequent Recruitment rules 

due to revision to higher qualifications. 

5) The undertaking made on “appointment and seniority” of these officials 

at the time of formation of BSNL between BSNL and trade unions are 

binding between the two as per industrial dispute act. 
6) The article 14 and 16 of constitution envisages that every government 

servants have the “right of being considered for promotion in job 

with effect from the time he become eligible for such 

promotion”, which badly denied in case of the officials.  A long span of 

13 years,  after  become qualified for promotion in terms qualification, 

service and promotion examination, are left with no avenues in case of 

these officials. According to the recruitment rule in which these officials 

standing qualified, an officials holding the minimum qualification 

prescribed in Group C have the right for promotion to the post of JTO 

from the time when he/she completes 6 year regular service.  This 

entitles this official for the being considered for promotion during the 

period of JTO R/R 1996 itself. 
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Non-provision inside JTO R/R 1999 & BSNL JTO R/R 
2001 

1) The non-regularization of JTO qualified officials of 2nd screening test under 

JTO R/R 1996 is due to non-availability of vacancy (null) inside the 

respective quota of 35% quota qualifying channel. The vacancies originally 

belonging to the period of JTO R/R 1996 and as such for the eligible 

officials there under were utilized by the officials of 1st screening test under 

JTO R/R 1990, arbitrarily, that created “null”. 

2) A large number of JTO qualified officials were “standing qualified but not 

appointed” from the JTO R/R 1996 at the time of evolution of new JTO R/R 

1999 and BSNL JTO R/R 2001. 

3) Unions and individuals were on legitimate expectations on settlement of 

issue due to the standing undertaking between Unions and BSNL 

management vide letter No: BSNL/4/SR/2000 dated 2nd Jan 2001 on the 

appointment and seniority of the JTO qualified officials of 2nd screening 

test. 

4) Therefore it was contingent to make a provision for incorporating 

“standing qualified but not appointed officials of earlier 

Recruitment rule as deemed to be qualified in the subsequent 

recruitment rule like JTO R/R 1999 and BSNL JTO R/R 2001.” This 

was the usual practice that is being followed in similar circumstances. 

 

Improper dealings of CWP No: 5608/2007 at Hon’ble HC 
of Chandigarh by BSNL Officers 
 

The BSNL Board decision to regularize the officiating JTOs by diversion of unfilled 

DR quota vacancies was set back due to judgment from High court of Chandigarh 

in CWP No: 5608/2007. The stand of officers in dealing the case was very 

skeptical at glance. We find that case was lost by BSNL purely due to 

suppression of facts before court, non-defiance on wrong submissions made by 

the petitioners regarding their legal eligibility to challenge the decision, 

collusion and favoritism towards the petitioners taken by Hariyana circle.  Had 

the case been dealt impartially by BSNL, the writ petition would not have even 
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admitted and hence no hindering direction would have been evolved. The 

particulars are as follows. 

 

 The basic contention raised by the petitioners in CWP No:5608/2007 was 

that the petitioners are eligible for promotion as JTO against the vacancies 

to which the diversion  of vacancy is done and as such  the petitioners will 

be affected in their future promotion on account of diversion of  vacancies 

from DR quota to departmental quota bring done for promotion of 2nd 

screening test JTO qualified officials.  

 The whole writ petition does not disclose how the writ petitioners were 

affected and in what manner they are/were aggrieved. In fact, the whole 

writ petition proceeds as if it is a Public Interest Litigation.  

 The information collected by one officers association under the provisions of 

RTI Act 2005 regarding the service particulars of the petitioners in CWP 

5608/2007 filed before the Hon’ble High Court  and their eligibility for 

promotion as JTO reveals that the all the statement are fraudulent. 

Therefore we find that, the manner the BSNL officers dealt the case in 

Chandigarh High Court   amount to unpardonable mischief within a 

government organization. If the realities were brought into light of Hon’ble 

court in time, the case would not have been admitted but dismissed. It has 

also came into notice that there was element of extreme favoritism by way 

that one of the petitioner in the CWP was a close relative of the then Head 

of circle, Hariyana and Punjab. 

 

 As per the  Para No. 5 of the CWP- 5608/2007, out of the 8 petitioners in 

the CWP, 

1) Petitioner no.1 Mr. Dalbir Singh claims that he is having 20 years 

experience. 

2) Petitioner no.2 Mr. Ishpal Singh claims that he has 20 years 

experience. 

3) Petitioner no.3.Mr. Naresh Kumar Ahuja claims 15 years service  

4) Petitioner no.4.Mr. Sarwan Kumar claims 20 years experience. 
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 The said petition was filed in April 2007 and the date of its judgment is 30th 

May 2008. Information received from competent authorities under the 

provisions of RTI Act reveals that, even as on the date of the judgment, the 

petitioners 1 to 8 did not possess the minimum requisite service required to 

make them eligible for promotion as JTO as per the Recruitment Rule in 

force, which was 10 years then. Their actual service particulars as on the 

date of filing the writ petition CWP No:5608/2007  as per RTI reply are as 

follows. 

 

1) Petitioner no.1 :Dalbir Singh 14-09-2002 4years 7months 

2) Petitioner no.2: Ishpal Singh 25-11-2002 4years 4months 21days 

3) Petitioner no.3:  Naresh Kumar 23-11-2002 4years 4months 23days 

4) Petitioner no.4:  Sarwan Kumar 23-11-2002 4years 4months 23days 

5) Petitioner no.5.  Deepak Varma 18-11-2002 4years 4months 28days 

6) Petitioner no.6. Veerendra Kumar 08-07-2002 4years 9months 07days 

7) Petitioner no.7. Subhash 25-11-2002 4years 4 months21days. 

8) Petitioner no.8. Adesh Kumar 18-07-2002 4years 8months 27days 

 

 It is to be noted that all the petitioners in the CWP entered in the 

Department in the year 2002 only and they possessed less than 5 years 

service at the time of filing the petition in the year 2007, but filed wrong 

information in the Civil Writ Petition (in Para no.5 of the CWP it is 

specifically stated that they have 15/20 years of experience) thereby 

misguided the Hon’ble Court. 

 

 The grave laps from the part of BSNL is that, in its written statement filed 

by Sri.Bharadwaj AGM(L) O/o CGM Hariyana Telecom Circle did not object 

this. It was further submitted by him that “the contents of Para no. 

5 of the WP need no reply”, which means that the service particulars 

wrongly stated in Para no.5 of the petition were not at all countered. Hence 

the Hon’ble court accepted that wrong information and considered it as 

correct. If the BSNL officers concerned had properly countered the same 
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with facts and figures producing the appointment particulars as documental 

proof, the petition could have got dismissed at the admission stage itself. 

 

 Moreover, it is seen from the written statement (Reply on merits Para 4 

(vi) ) filed by Hariyana Telecom Circle on behalf of BSNL that, BSNL has 

indirectly agreed that the petitioners  were  even eligible for appearing in 

the screening test conducted in the year 2000, but did not avail their 

chance. In short both the petitioners and the BSNL Officers furnished false 

statements before the court of law and this alone has resulted in losing the 

case by BSNL in Chandigarh Court . 

 

 Only when BSNL lost the case and a Contempt of Court Case (C.C.O.P No. 

1431 of 2008 in CWP 5608 of 2007) was filed by some of the petitioners viz, 

Shri. Deepak Varma & others against Shri. Kuldeep Goyal, CMD BSNL & 

another, in the High Court at Chandigarh, the BSNL Corporate Office came 

with the clarification that the petitioners in the CWP joined in the 

department only in the year 2002 and were not eligible for appearing in the 

examination against 35% quota as per the RR in force.  

 

 We also find that BSNL Management has all the powers to take policy 

decisions on the matters of recruitment and appointment. It has brought to 

our notice that BSNL used to defend with this argument in all other 

recruitment related disputes before courts. The disputed issue is one such 

policy decision already taken by BSNL. BSNL has not properly convinced 

these aspects before the Hon’ble High court of Chandigarh.  

 

 It is an admitted fact that between 1996 and 1999, the number of vacancies 

earmarked for direct recruitment which remained unfilled was 11,300. For 

these vacancies, the writ petitioners were admittedly not eligible to be 

considered because even going by their own arguments they became 

eligible for the vacancy only during the year 2002. It is those 11,300 

vacancies which were otherwise meant for direct recruitment and which 

remained unfilled between 1996 and 1999, that was by a one time 
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relaxation granted in the year 2001 directed to be filled up by diversion of 

these vacancies to the extent of 500 per year until all those 5000 and odd 

persons in the list of qualified candidates were adjusted. This policy decision 

which was in consultation with the recognized Trade Unions was in the form 

of a settlement under the Industrial Disputes Act, brought into force and 

implemented. The said settlement/agreement is binding on both the parties. 

 

 The settlement arrived at between the recognized Trade Unions and the 

Board of Management of BSNL referred to as a policy decision was taken in 

the meeting of the Board of Directors held on 30.3.2001. It is not under 

challenge before the Hon'ble Court. The validity of the said decision is also 

not under attack. This aspect has been failed to be brought to the notice of  

the Hon'ble Court by BSNL officers. 

 

 It is a matter of fact that DoT had diverted DR quota for promotion of 

departmental PI/RSA/WO/TA to JTO before also. None of this diversion was 

under challenge even now. The typical one being the diversion made vide 

Order bo:5-5/93-NCG dated 13th July 1993 [Annexure-10]. This fact was 

also not revealed at Chandigarh. 

 

Improper manner of implementation of BSNL Board 
decision to divert DR quota 

 According to the BSNL Board decision dated 31-3-2001 and the Board Memo 

dated 27-3-2001, sufficient number JTO vacancy are found available in DR 

quota, 11,300 in numbers. It is also mentioned that these vacancies were 

pertaining to the DR quota under JTO recruitment rule 1996 (year 

1996,1997,1998,1999 etc), prior to formation of BSNL. DoT did not prefer 

to fill these vacancies due to the reason that the rule facilitates to recruit 

Science graduate not engineering graduate at the time. DoT had already 

upgraded the recruitment qualification of JTO to degree in engineering by 

the year 1997, consequent on report of 5th CPC report.  
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 These vacancies were therefore decided to divert 35% departmental quota 

for promotion of standing qualified JTO officials of JTO RR 1996 who were 

awaiting regularization for want of vacancy, by a policy decision.  But we 

find, the implementation of the decision was not in it’s true spirit. Instead of 

diverting the required number of vacancies from the available 11,300  into 

departmental quota against their respective years (year 

1996,1997,1998,1999 etc) itself, another procedure of diverting vacancies 

from recruitment years like 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006 and 2007 were 

followed. In fact these recruitment years are pertaining to different JTO R/R 

2001. We find that this “procedure-in-variance” has virtually invited many 

legal issues and court interventions. The procedure has in turn resulted to 

create a impression in DR TTAs that BSNL is encroaching the vacancies of 

JTOs belonging to JTO R/R 2001 (which are eligible for DR-TTAS in BSNL) 

for benefit of those officials standing qualified in earlier DoT rule 1996.  

Consequentially, the issue was came before Hon’ble courts and the whole 

process of diversion of vacancies pertaining to Direct Recruitment quota to 

Departmental quota got stopped by Hon’ble High Court of Hariyana and 

Punjab through the judgment in CWP No5608/2007. We find that had the 

vacancies pertaining to the period (year 1996,1997,1998,1999 etc), prior to 

formation of BSNL were diverted against the respective years itself in it’s 

true spirit and meaning, no DR TTAs would have claimed to be an affected 

party hence no legal litigation. 

 

 Having been taken a decision by BSNL board to divert enough number of 

unfilled direct recruitment vacancies of JTO R/R 1996, for promotion of 

these officials, BSNL management should have allotted these vacancies to 

the 35 % departmental quota of the same recruitment years of JTO R/R 

1996, on a one time measure settling all the issues together. BSNL could 

have very well justified such diversion on the ground that these unfilled 

vacancies can otherwise shall be filled from science graduates as per JTO 

R/R 1996, which BSNL cannot since recruitment qualification of JTO has 

already been revised as Engineering graduates since 1999. 
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Discrimination in promotion from select list of 2nd 
screening test  

 There are nearly 5500 official qualified for JTO in the 2nd screening test. 

Around 3500 officials have been appointed creating supernumerary post, 

while another 2000 from the same select list denied the same.  

 Both these two groups are equal in all aspect as far as the right of 

appointment is concerned. The twine treatment results in discrimination 

under article 14 and 16. 

 

Recruitment seniority of officials standing qualified in 
two channels to JTO 
There are officials within the affected group who are eligible for promotion in 

“two different channels and recruitment rules”. Both channels of promotions do 

differ in recruitment seniority to these officials. We find that the above situation 

necessitate special considerations while addressing the issue. This is as follows. 

1) The 1st group is the “entire officiating JTOs”, who are already standing 

qualified for JTO in the 2nd screening test under JTO R/R 1996 in DoT. The 

recruitment seniority of the officials standing qualified for JTO in the 2nd 

screening test under JTO R/R 1996 in DoT are yet not decided.   

2) 2nd group is subset of the 1st group, but holding the higher academic 

qualification prescribed in BSNL JTO R/R 2001 and appeared/standing 

qualified in the LICE to JTO conducted in the month of 2nd June 2013.  The 

LICE-2013 is being conducted within JTO R/R 2001 for filling the 

departmental vacancies in the post of JTO w.e.f the vacancy of years from 

2001 to 2012. There fore their recruitment year seniority may be any thing 

varying between 2001 to 2012.  

 

Now it is seen that since 2nd group of officials’ stands qualified in both channel of 

promotion, have the lean for being considered in one channel which is  beneficial 

to the individual. This can not be decided until the recruitment seniority of 1st 

group is finalized. There are around nearly 600 such candidates appeared the 

LICE conducted on 2nd June 2013 in BSNL.  
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Carry forwarding of unfilled vacancies to subsequent 
years after JTO-LICE 
 

 BSNL re- notified for conducting LICE to JTO again in the year 2013 vide 

letter no:5-11/2009-Pers-IV dated 20-11-2012 [Annexure-18] to fill up the 

vacancies from 2001 to 2012. 

 A new condition, in variance of earlier notification 2009, was brought in the 

notification that “unfilled vacancies of every year will be carried over 

to subsequent year after LICE”.  

 Considering the contingent circumstance prevailing at the time that a lot of 

qualified officials are waiting for promotion for want of vacancy in the post in 

earlier, the introduction of the condition to desert all vacancies in these 

years after LICE, has inculcated natural suspicions of involvement of “some 

external forces”. 

 The above process will naturally desert all the vacancies inside departmental 

quota from the year 2001 up to 2013. The deserting of vacancies will again 

create obstacles for BSNL to regularize the already standing JTO qualified 

officials at the time of LICE. The situation will be indifferent from the one 

that created after judgment from high court of Chandigarh. In fact it is the 

very motivation from the part of officiating JTOs, though may not be 

explicit, behind evolving a large number litigation in various courts against 

“conducting JTO-LICE before regularization of already standing 

qualified JTO Officials of earlier recruitment rule”. However BSNL ruled 

it out. 

 It is very essential that to settle the regularization of standing qualified JTOs 

utilizing the “surplus vacancy” already available inside departmental quota 

and ensuring the due seniority for these affected senior TTAs, the condition 

to “carry over the unfilled vacancies to subsequent years” need to be de-

linked. Failing which a situation will be raised where “senior will become 

junior and junior will become senior”. 
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MODULE-6 

PROPOSAL OF ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS 

 

We propose the following two alternatives to regularize the officiating 

JTO standing qualified as JTO in 2nd screening test conducted in DoT. 

 

1) Regularization by post-up gradation 

2) Regularization by amendment of  JTO R/R 2001 

 

In anticipation of formal delay,  all the remaining officiating JTOs, who 

are standing qualified as JTO in the 2nd screening test shall be appointed  

on “supernumerary basis” as is done in the case of 3500 similar officials 

of the same select list in the year 2008 vide order  No: F.No3-9/2007-

Pers-IV dated 11-11-2008. The supernumerary appointment shall not be 

treated as an enduring solution. 

 

The details of proposals follow. 
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REGULARIZATIONBY POST UPGRADATION 

Ground for proposal:  

1) The officiating JTOs are basically those standing qualified as JTO in 

DoT under JTO R/R 1996, before corporatisation.   

2) These are denied all promotion avenues to JTO in the said rule. 

3) As per the contention of undertaking BSNL letter No: BSNL/4/SR/2000 

dated 2nd Jan 2001, these are to be appointed en-block senior to 

those JTOs subsequently recruited by BSNL.  

4) As per the spirit of BSNL Board policy decision dated 30-3-2001, 

communicated vide the BSNL Board memo No:5-4/2001/Pers/-IV 

dated 27-3-2001  on the settlement of  promotion of these officials, 

these are meant to be accommodated  against  11,326 unfilled 

vacancies of JTO remaining in DR quota of JTO R/R 1996, i.e from 

1996 to 1999.   

 

Proposal:  

Sufficient numbers of posts of JTOs shall be created by up gradation 

of parent post of the officials standing qualified in the 2nd screening 

test during the period of JTO R/R 1996. This shall be made applicable 

to those who are now working on supernumerary post basis from the 

select list of 2nd screening test. 
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REGULARIZATION BY AMENDMENT OF R/R 

Ground for proposal:  

1) Total number of vacancies available inside departmental quota under 

JTO R/R 2001 up to 2013 is 10 fold compared to total eligible 

candidates to this vacancy.   

2) Even after appointing all the successful candidates from the LICE 

conducted on 2nd June 2013, there will be more than sufficient 

vacancies to regularize all the officiating JTOs, standing qualified in 

JTO R/R 1996.    

3) We are of the view that a provision for inclusion of “officials standing 

qualified but not appointed” in earlier rules ought to have made while 

introducing JTO R/R 1999 and BSNL JTO R/R 2001, at the time 

formation. 

 

Proposal:  

The JTO R/R 2001 shall be amended to comply the spirit of the 

undertaking between BSNL and unions No: BSNL/4/SR/2000 dated 

2nd Jan 2001, such that the standing qualified as JTO but not 

appointed as on the date of formation of BSNL shall deemed to be 

qualified as JTO within JTO R/R 2001. This shall be made applicable 

including those who are now working on supernumerary post basis 

from the select list of 2nd screening test.  

 

 

 

Authorized Signatory 
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